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NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF FLOW AND HEAT ÎRANSFDR
IN AIR-CONDIIIONED ROOMS BY A SPECIAL

vELocrrY-Pn.EssURE ITERATION AND A MULTIGRIO V¡NIUOOI

Markus Rösler and Bernd H¿nel
Dresden University of Technology

Dresden, Germany

SUMMARY

Starting from the basic equations for the calculation of turbulent flows a velocity-
pressure iteratiou is presented. Main part of this algorithm is a Poisson equation
for pressure. A multigrid method is applied to solve this equation.

The strategy was used to investigate laminar as well as turbuleot flows in ven-

tilated rooms. For a laminar nonisothermal flow a compa,rison is given between a

coupled ¿nd a uncoupled solution on two grids concerning number of time steps,

maximal velocity, contraction rate of the multigrid solver and me¿n Nußelt number.
Furthermore, two isothermal turbulent flow situations $,ere simulated. For the test
case 2D1 specified by Niclsen (1990) 2D and 3D simulations were carried out a¡d
evaluated. A similar situation, which was investigated by own exp€r¡ments, was cal-

cul¿ted and compared in terms of agreement with the measureme¡rt and influence
of numerical parameters.

Simulations were carried out by a research code developed by the ¿uthors and
their ce-workers on worksüations under UNIX.

lThe rescarch wrs rupportcd by the Bundeaministerium fúr Foxchung und Tbtbnologie uade¡

tbc co¡tract 0329016D.
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NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER
IN AIR-CONDITIONED ROOMS BY A SPECIAL

VELOCITY-PRESSURE ITERATION AND A MULTIGRID METHOD

Markus Rösler and Bernd Hanel
Dresdeu University of Technology

Dresden, Germany

INTRODUCTION

During the last years numerical computation has been established as a powerful tool
for investigation of flow and heat transfer in air-conditioned rooms. Nevertheless,
there are some unsolved problems concerning evaluation of numerical data. The
comparison of numerical results with experimental data is restricted to a relatively
small number of investigated flow situations. Therefore, it is important to know
which parameters (number of grid points, initi¿l values, time step, weightiug fac-
tors, etc.) considerably influence a numerical solution. Starting from a laminar flow
in a simple model room, some situations are numerically investigated and evaluated.
The research code "ResCUEn is used for the simulations. It is based ou an explicit
velocity-pressure iteration and a multigrid method. In terms of velocity, tempera-
ture and other transport quantities a combined one/two-step method is applied, the
multigrid method is used to solve the Poisson equation for the pressure.

BASrC DQUATTONS, SOLUTION STRATEGY AND
DISCRETIZATION

As basic equations we consider the time averaged transport equations for an in-
compressible fluid. By means of. Boussinesq's eddy viscosity concept, Boussinesq's
approximation of buoyancy and a k-e turbulence model, the following system of
differential equations is formed:

# = *('",,(E.HÐ È- -e--sn(r-ro), 
(r)
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In additiou, appropriate, initial and boundary conditions have to be specified.. The
set of constants of the tu¡bulence model is shown in the table below.
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with (1 = l,€z = 0 for the Euler method and f, = 312,t, - -lp for the two-step
method of Adams-Bashforth.

o Analogous treatment of the equations (4) and (5).

¡ Calculation of pressure P- us-iug equation of mass conservation (2):

a2-F" I atT _ a I I ô (.,..(at;,azj\\ _NE,@ = e¿¿¿"*a',llar\'"tt \â"r*6))-
_s;,,t(T_ 

",,]- 
(13)

+ ?l*Q,, (#. HÐ - W - #,-}'(r -..,]-' )
(One can get boundary couditions for the pressurç from equation (ll).)

After calculating the pressure, new .velocity, temperature and further transport
quantities can be determined.

This explicit strategy is applicable both to steady and unsteady problems. The
clearness of the algorithm is an advantage, i.e. every step of the algorithm is easy
to understand and this strategy avoids the neglecting of any terms as it is done in
other velocity-pressure iterations (".g. [2]), but the restriction on the time step due
to the explicit method is a'disadvantage of it. , ;i

For the spatial discretization we employ a Finite Volume Metbod on a staggered
grid. Simple upwind differences are used to discretize the convective terms. Some
investgations concerning consistency and stability of the difference equations are
presented in [3].

Th scretization of the Pqi_sson equa-
tio¡ilis al.gtudies we;fquqd óut, th.t it ,

is the systems, above all in termqrgf 
;

permanently increasing grid point numbers. We use a so called V-çycle with tlre;
Gauß-Seidel method as a smoothing iteration ¿nd tbe Cholesky method for solving
the còirecïion e{uation on the coaÃest g¡id [n]l 

'In 
case of ,roifor* Srj{¡ ,thp conl

traction r¿te of this multigrid method (rate of reduction of the defect betrúeen ùwo

multigrid iteration steps) is nearly independent of the grid point number (e.g. see

next section). But for calcul¿üion of flows in air conditioned rooms a irniform grid
is unfavourable, because the supply opening is very small compared to the height of
the room. To ensure the efficiency of the multigrid method, the simple Gauß-Seidel
method is no longer a suitable smoothing iteration. At present we have beeu using
a SOR iteration for smoothing, but it seems to be not the optimal one because the
aspect ratio of the grid is restricted by approximately 1:3. Following the literature
(".S. [5]), a block iteration method does not suffer from the aspect r¿tio of the grid.
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" IyUMERJCAL INV_ESTTGATTONS AND RESULTS

w" r[a.t"d our corirputations with a simþle model room, see figure l. In case of a la-

jl

U=tlo

tl - (Io
'V-w-0
T - 30oC

vq
?x

ì

-w-o
'L0

Figurè l: Geometry and boundar.y.conditions of a simple 3D model rogm (l-o¡¡ :
20oCrT6o.¡-n1 = 30oC,T¿^ ='30'C)

minai nonisoth¿rmal (uncoirpled and coupled) situation (Re=205, Ar=1.16, Pr=0.2)
we investigated .the influerice of the grid point number on the numerical solution.
At the inlet, the outlet and the walls we applied Dirichlet boundary conditions for
velocity. For temperature we used Dirichlet conditions, too, except at the outlet,
where a homogeneous Neumann condition was given. The simulation was started
with the flow ab rest. Some results are shown in figures 2 and 3 and the next table.
As it is shown by the figures the flow patterns oithe 123 and 2i3 case are nearly
identical. Neverlheless, there are some differences in predicting local properties.

Criterion / Computersimulation l2'uncoup. l2rcoup 24"uncoup 24rcoup.
Number of time, steps il 598 lllS I 104 2040 f

Time step in þJ ' 0,053 0,053 0,024 0!024
Maximal velocity in [m/.sl 0,071 0,079 0,072 '' 0,083
Contractionrate of MG 0,049 0,045 0,051 0,048', ,

Nußelt number back'wall ' 5,6 15,3 8'3 1,9;6

The predicted maxirrlal velocity in the inner flow domain is located in all cases near
the inlet. It is shown, that tbe finer grid produces a higher velocity. The effort for
the coupled solution is approximately twice as high as the efrort for the uncoupled
solution. The mean contractlon rate of thé'rnultigrid method is nearly the same for
all cases. The mean Nußelt uumber was calculated onty at the hot båck wall of the ".,.

model room. The influence of the grid point number is consider¿bly high compared :

to the influence of the mäiimal velocity. Generally wè can state, thât this two
meshes show tlre different.i,nfluence of the grid on varioús ì¡uäntitiès. Nevelthelêss,'
more computations aT:,necessary tö recoguize . .f"".,1:"d::.t., . , I 
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Figure 2: Velocity in the medium x-y-pl¿ne of the uncoupled case
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Figure 3: Velocity in the medium x-y-plane of the coupled 
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it is almost iinpossible to get experimental data about such a situation, therefore
we turned to another situation, which is well investigated from the èiperimental as
well as thê nuuieriõal point of view. We cafbulated the isothermal tèst case 2Dl,
propiõòed by /Vielcen in 1990 [6]. The geoniet! of this tist caòCis shôwn in,figure,4.
It is spetifièd by the followiug values ¿nd boundary conditioqs at the inlet: :,, :'

i,i,I H --3.0m,L=9.0m,1¿=0.168&,f =0.48m aqd
, ue = 0.455mls,ko = 1.5(0.04. ¿o);eo = Co' k¿'s lhltl.

Although that is a.2D test case, we calculated a quasi 2D qnd a 3D situation and
assumed W = 6.Qrn. The simul¿tions were carried out on a 64 x 28 x 4 grid and
symmetry conditions at the right and left wall for the 2D .,.se and a 64 x 28 x 32
grid for lhe 3D case. In contrast to the above presented simple model room the grid
was lon;uniform, in order to get euough grid lines at.the inlet and the outlet. The
simulations were started with p iwall jet from the supply opening up tq the,opposite
wall. A convereged solution was reached after about 6000 time steps for the 2D
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Figure 4: Geometry of the test case 2Dl

simulation and after about 8000 time steps for the 3D simulation. Tbe time step
ìJvas approxitnately 0.05s inùoth calculations. Some'results are shown in the figures
5-8. The profiles are given at the vertical lines r : H,x = 2H and the horizontal
lines y = hl2,U = H - hl2. The overall agreement with the measurement is
good. Both predictions meet the characteristic situation and they are cqmparable
with other numerical predictions (see [8]). Except some small rägions tTe grid seems
to be fine enough for this prqblem. Comparing the 2D and the 3D simulation, the
results show an influence of the right and left wall. The assumed relation of Wl H = 2
is too small to neglect the influence of the walls. It is shown by the figures, that
the maximal velocity of the jet as well as the recirculating flow at the bottom of the
room is overpredicted by tbe 3D simrrlation. The 2D simulation meets the values of
the measurement in a satisfactory way. Both computations were carried out without
relaxation of the turbulent quantities and witbout any damping of the production
ternr. In this relatively simple situation no iufluence on the solution process was
necessary,

A similar situation was investigated by Honel l7l. The room was a small model
with

I/ = 0.36m, L=1.0m,å = 0.009rn,1= 0.048m and

: uo = 4.\mls,ko = 1.5(0.01 . uo),eo - Co . k¿'s /hll}.
The quasi 2D simulation was carried out on a 128 x 48 x 4 grid and was also
started with a wall jet from the supply opening up to the opposite wall. It takes
some 10000 time steps of approximately 0.0003s (nearly two days CPU-time on a
HP 9000/730 workstation) to get a converged solutiôn. Some results âre shown in
figure 9. Although the overall prediction of the flow pattern is satisfactory, there
are some difrerences between measurement and numerical solutiou concerning the
behaviour of tbe wall jet. The develo.pçment olthe jet behind the sqpply opening
is well predicted, but tl¡e further expansion of the jet was not represented by the
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Figure ¡: Må:asured äird simulatedvelocity profiles at ¡ = Il for the test case 2Dl
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Figure 7: Measúred and simulated velocity profiles ar y - hl2 fot the test case 2Dl
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Figure 9: Measurecl and simulated velocity profiles at several vertical lines

calculation. The maximum velocity of the jet is dispìaced. Duç to the relation
hlH :.0.0i5ìÏe situation is more complicated as in the above presented test case

2Dl. The use of the standard k-e model with wall functions is not suitable for this
situation.

By numerical investigations we found out that in this case relaxation of tbe
turbulent quantities and a damping of the production term during the first bundred
time steps is favourable.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The prqsented results of the simulations show the ability of the developed research

code for predicting flows in ventilated rooms. The applied strategy is characterized
by a high level of clearness and a robust behaviour. A critical point is the restriction
of the time step, which leads to a very large number of time steps in case of very

fine grids. To overcome this disadvantage, some investigations concerning the usç of
vector computers úê planned. Furthermore, we want to implement a low Reynolds
number turbulence model in order to improve the behaviour of the flow near the
wall. ln addition, numerical simulations of other flow situations (room with obstacle,

steps and hqat $ources) in connection with experiments will be carried'outi'
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